PREBLE COUNTY COMMISSION MEETING  
REGULAR SESSION  

****** A G E N D A ******  

JULY 28, 2010  

I. OPEN MEETING  

II. CALL OF ROLL  

III. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE  

IV. PRAYER  

V. PUBLIC COMMENTS  

VI. APPROVAL OF MINUTES  

NOTE RECEIPT & CONSIDER APPROVAL BY SIGNING THE JOURNALIZATION AND NOTE RECEIPT OF THE CD RECORDATION BOTH AS THE OFFICIAL MINUTES FOR THE JULY 26TH REGULAR SESSION MEETING  

VII. FINANCIAL CONSIDERTATIONS  

A. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF RES. #397-10-145  
   RE: TRANSFER OF FUNDS – GEN'L MISC.  

B. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF RES. #400-10-145  
   RE: AUTH. PAYMENT – CORONER ($2,400.00); DRETAC-TREASURER ($1,810.50); TASC ($534.72)  

VIII. CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTS  

A. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF RES. #398 -10-145  
   RE: RESCINDING ADOPTION OF NEW BASE OF ASSESSMENTS FOR CAIL #808 DRAINANGE MAINTENANCE DISTRICT  

B. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF RES. #399-10-145  
   RE: RESCINDING RES. #197-10-144, COMBINING QUINN #760, GORDAN #791 & CALE #808 DITCHES INTO A DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE DISTRICT  

C. NOTE RECEIPT OF A LETTER FROM THE CLERK OF COURTS  
   RE: PROMOTION OF DIANA DAY TO FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT – CERT. OF TITLE  

D. NOTE RECEIPT OF A LETTER FROM THE COUNTY ENGINEER  
   RE: RESIGNATION OF SUMMER HELP, STEPHEN S. DEFFNER  

IX. MEETINGS  

9:00 A.M. – PERSONNEL INTERVIEWS (SOCIAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR 2)  
11:00 A.M. – BID OPENING – PRICE’S CREEK ROAD BRIDGE REPLACEMENT PROJ. – ENG.  
11:15 A.M. – PERSONNEL INTERVIEWS (SOCIAL SERVICES SUPERVISOR 2)  
12:00 P.M. (APPROX.) – RECESS FOR LUNCH  
1:30 P.M. – MELISSA WALLACE, HEALTH DIST. (LEVY RENEWAL REQUEST)  
2:00 P.M. (APPROX.) – RECESS UNTIL 6:30 P.M. MEETING  
6:30 P.M. – INFORMATIONAL MEETING WITH PCSD #2 RESIDENTS (NEW PLANT)  

X. ADDITIONAL ITEMS  

XI. ADJOURN